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PERMISSION TO RETRODUCE THIS COEN,

WONTED MATERIAL HAS SEEN GRANTED SE

ANTVERLOOKED RESOURCE 'OR ENGLISH LANGUks TEACHING:

0 POP, ReCK, AND FOLK MUSIC*
,.t

Fraiaa Dubin

'University of Southern California

ChTesoi...
TO EPIC AND ORGANIZATIONS OPERATING

UNDER AGREEMENTS WITH THE NATIONAL IN.

STATUTE * EDUCATION FuRTNER REPRO

DUCTION OUTSIDE THE ERIC SYSTEM RE-

QUIRES PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGNT

OWNER

The TESOL profession,,during the past few years, has beard a variety of

recommendations which Move all pointed out that second language :leaTneTs.want

and need to utilize materials which reflect real life concerns.,,SoOor

example, at,last year's TESOL convention constructive outlines were presented

for including various mass media tn' an English language course. Concrete pro-

ppsals were offered relating,to newspapers, comic strips, television, and .

documentary films as teaching contexts.

The purpose of this paper is £t give a further suggestiOn in this on-4

41p going discussion ofthe utilization of relevant and lively materials in the

what-, I believe; has been an overlooked resource, -at least one which has been .

overlooked by the establishment in our prOfession: I refer to We whole genre

"
ESL.classroom. Iwinuld like,t6 offer (more than that,

of ,popular music, or pop, rock, and folk.

My (primary reason. for suggesting contemporary-music as mate4e1 for

labgUage instruction is because it representi an idiom which is familiar to

a broad span of young pepple -- and not, just those living within the United

States. I have found that pop, rock, and folk is widely knoUl,and embraced by

students Both in academic and non-academic settings, both within Shis country

and in most other even-superficially westernized places in the world. In

thossolreaions where governmental pressure frowns on it, the international

fief l of pop-rock has become, probably by virtue of it& exclusion, the for .

bidden but highlyprized fruit.

A second reapon,for this strong .advoacy.:4 For the studeht who Toughly

falls into the span of years from*0 to 35 (17,4 a person's age, I suppose, is

really a state Of mind), modern music represents qu %te a different element in

life than'do the other mass media Which have been recommended foi inclusion in

our language courses. Most newspapers, TV programs, and the majority of com-

mercial films do not hold out the same generational pull which pop-rock repre-

sents. What power structure the music business does possess is somihow not a

simple duplication of the establishment press or network television. In many
1

C

* Presented at* the TESOL Convention; Denver, Colorado, March '7, 1974.
Previously published outsid the United States n United States
Information Agency's English Teaching Forum XII: 3 July-Sept., 1974.
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ways, too, culture heroes who play such importint roles in the music scene do
not have counterparts of the same magnitude among newspaper syndicated columnists
or even funny paper characters., .

Furthermore, embedded in a great deal of the,pop music of oux times is per--
sistent aftention to the important trends of modern society. The songs of modern
troubadbra suchAs Judy Collins,'Paul Simon, James Taylor and many'others often
turn out to be the. examples of English language which err familiar already to_
young people who.want to learn and improve their knowledgeof English, These
songs turn out to be the Iterial inEnglish which students want to understand;
they want t& be able to si g along. So, why nGt help them by bringing pop, rock,.
and folk into the ESL course curriculum?

0,

My own conviction of the effectiveness of pop, rock, and folk has come
about not as a result of knowing this music as a member-of the culture which so
strongly identifies with it. Rather, I'm a generational outsider who, with
-highbrow leanings a few years ago would wince afjpything which sounded vaguely
like rock. When'I began to turn off my generational bias and try to tune:in on .4.
the themes and modes of cOntempdrary music, I discovered that a significant.
revolution in the fiel*of pop music had.been taking place during the late 1950's
and 1960's. -Along with important developments which can be described from a
strictly musicological point of view, for people like myself interested in the
content of these.songs,I fouist that the revolution had brought about a new focus
on the idea -- theltestage really mattered. The singer usually wrote his own
material. This material, in its best examples, offered inventive; imaginative
use of-the English language. 0

- I, should stop here and candidly admit that I do not want to imply that pop,
rock, and folk is complttely, overlooked by -the TESOL profession. ..In fact, pone.
of the suggestions f9r'utilizing it in the classroom have come to me from rank
and file teachers. I find there is a definite underground recognition of the ,-
strong appeal which modern music holds for students. FurtherI de-stit wish' ''..

to imply that our profession has overlooked the enjoyment which students can
receive from singing -- from learning -songs in the new language. There are some
worthwhile sources available which concentrate their attention on traditional
songs-for language instruction. Frequently though, these suggestions put their
major emphasis on selections which are appropriate for children.

.

__The TESL literature includes statements, as well, regarding the effective-
ness of wryte- original songs for the language claSiroom. This, too, is an
earnest art interesting suggestion: However, I do not belilevethat either the
teacher' own efforts nor a textbook writer's songs written for pedagogical
objec es alone hold out-the same pull of generationaLidentification_which
a-r ording of a name entertainer can evoke.

Too, often, teachers have viewed singing as an end of the day activity,
something to,do when the serious business of language instruction'has been
completed. The suggestions I want tomake here for the inclusion of pop, rock,
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folk hatefial pushes -thee learning of songs to the top

.Songs can-be utilized as peesentation contexts, as re
vehicles thrilogh'which to teach all of the language s

which to'presenc *iine of the mosrimportant cultural
language and modern life.

It

4

of the priority list.

nforcemeht material, as
as.a. medium thrOugh .

t emeS which pervade- °
.

wr

I can recall, duripg-nn earlier era in 'the languag

when sound. pedagogical advice warned against songs for
Taking its cue from a theory-of.language which was prima
performance or surface features of language, th4s:admdni
in most instances, song, material gives learners-an thcor
language since the song-writer is free to distort normal
comply with the requirements of the rhythmic pattern of t

.At face value, this statement is true enough. ,However, w
knowledg4 which the ledrner must acquire from quite a diff
Today'' cont.>rn with both the semantic element-in4languaae
'requirements for, successful learning-go a long way towards

those earlier, simplistic warnings.

Now, I want to present an outline of pop, rock, folk m terial which will

suggest ways to.use the idiom in language teaching. The ou line, or typology,

has been compiled with primary attention to the three comfto enti of language,

namely the,phonological, syntactic and semantic areas. A f ller treatment, would

indicate how the components of language eubstance into whit songs are grouped

`here. can be tied to the specific language skills, namely't se of listening-

comprehension, speaking, reading and writing. A fuller typology would also

point out in far greater detail those aspects of social me4ning.which can b*
illustrated by means of pop, rock,.and. folk material. /

.

Throughout this discussion, Ihave assumed that. the Model which students

hear and sing along with is the-same recorded materiel which they listen to

outside of the-ci#ssroom. For it seems to be the case that an important part

`Of the appeal inherent in
0
this'music comes'from the sound of familiar singers

'and their particular arrangements. In order to facilitate this method of pre-

sentation, the tape recorder is an indispensable aid. Songs for tlapsroom

practice-can be copied from original recordings by meanki ofa tape desk, and

the best source of recdrds is to borrow them from students themselves.

A second important ingredient is to'provide students with song sheets con-

taining the lyrics. The presence of the taped music plus the song sheet leaves

the teacher free to be just anotherarticipint, not 'necessarily the'leader or
*conductor of singing. Our concern is primarily elected towards the language
contained in the selections., Our, abilities to-sing per se are relatively un- .

important. So, for eXample, a helpful technique is for the teacher to use those

spans of time!otcupied by musical bridges on ths tape,to talk the words of the

song just before we hear therebeing sung.

teaching profession,

anguage instruction.
ily concerned with '
on-pointed out how,

ect model 'of spoken
ntonAtion in order to
e musical line or phrase.
now look upon the .

rent perspective.
and the motivational
verriding some of
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. THE OUTLINE
. .

- ..

.

I. Selecti ns which emphasize phonological aspects of language:

-. 41 I I

(1) Ma erial which clearly contrastsvarticular regionsl or ethnic vari-
eties of Engl shin order to' help learners become familiar with\their special
.characteristi s. For example: Can they hear theddstinctivelY!different
Prontinciatfon f the Beatles Ontrated with country -western*lections?

8

*

(2) Sandh songs, or songs,with internal sound changes, These are:
"examples which h tp-students-hear and understand some of the-characteristics
of fast speech: The palatalized sounds of woudjae epuldiai the i/n/g sound in
AphIl talkn', si in'; the reduced vowel sound in tale, to 011.0 to sing.
--Examples o-fSahal songs are very easy to find: Carly Simon's version of 'The.
Right Mang Ta Do' r'the Beatles' 'Act Naturally' are two good ones. There'
are inindreds of oth s.

f4,

(3)* Songs for .t. aching stress timed rhythm of English speech: These are,

lyiicswhich progress ely add more syllables to the.same repeated musical
phtase,.thus forcing e learner to adjust to de- demands ofnuneven rhythm 'A
English. An outseanding_example is the introductory so g on an early BpatleS
album called 'Sit. Pepper's LonefrHearts Club Band.' e album is called b!',,

sithe same name. f,
/

II. 4Next, some suggestions of types which focus ongramm tical patterns:'.

(1) Rezetitiom songs: These are examples which contain either single
words, sentences, or, short choruses which are repeated throughout the whole
selection, They lend. themselves for use with beginning level students.% They
are also quite easy to locate. A few examples: 'Iterakes A Worried Man To
Sing A Worried Song,' of the Byrds' 'Turn, Turn, Turn' *(single word repetition),
or Lenon and McCartney's 'Let It Be' (sentence repetition). A

(' .
,

.

(2) Substitution songs: These are examples which have a minimal change
occurring within basic sentence patterd which is repeated throughout the
,whole selection. A few examples likely to be familiar to all: 'Where Have All

The. Flowers Gone?' or the folk song !If I Had a Himmer.' In 'Where\HAVe All
The Flowers bpne?',the progressiorpOf ctiange withift the frame sentence moves
from flowers in 'Where Heire"All'The,Flowers Gone ?' to'ydung girls, _to Husbands,

\ to soldiers,, to graveyards and then back to flowers. This ielectionris a par-
\ ticularly good example, too: becauie the last two linei of each verse cpe the

. .

, ift
up- coming substitution word.

(3) Focused grammatical structuie songs: Members in this Category are not
quite as easpto locate. That is why upon _finding a gbod.eXample yok: experience
something of a four-leaf cloy freaction. Such 'was.my immediate feeling When
Oirst heard Simon and Garfi kel's ' %Et CondorPasa;' 4,.

? ...

I'd rather,, ow that a snail'
Yes, 1-146n1d,1 if I could, -I kurelxwOuld.

'I'd rather beta haminer than a nail
Yes, Dwould,if I could, I surely would.

5
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Focused grammatical structu e songs contain repreated examples ad the same
.

pattern..4),.It seems to be t case that the most frequently occurring grammatiCal

topics in,this roup are m al verbs and.the perfect tenses. But it is possible

to discover more obscurety s as well. There is a fine song. filled with mow;

'pies of-two-word verbs, b)t Jo i Michell. It is called 'Mithal. From Mountains:'
a

S.

1

*heel -wok
Hi takes yo
5F -Ma

And umbiell
There's oil
That run de
-Mat Michae

s you up with sweets
up s reets and the rain comes down

kets eked .up tight.

s brig t on a grey background
On.the puddles in taffeta patterns

the rain in colored arrangements
:will hange with a stick that he foynd.

'Michael' is amuseful exampl because it contains contraets'betweeo the pattern:-

Verb + particle (or, two-word erb) as,in wake 342.; come down, lock IJZ oppoaed

to prepositional phrases, as (in on the puddles, in7EiFfeta-patterns.

;4) Internal pattern rearrangement: This type is closely tied to substi-

tution songs; however, the internal process of change -- occurring.either by

means of addition, substitution, deletion or rearrangement of elements -- is

more complex. One sub-group of internal pattern rearrangement carries the task

of supplying part-ofIthe lyric to the participants. I am referring to songs

which set up a pattern and then ask the audience to add whole lines oT line

endings to complete the chorus. There are a number of goo examples
)(-

in the

folk skng' literature. For example: 'Oh, you can't get to eaven on roller skates,

you'll=roll right by those pearly gates' I ainta gonna grieve. my lord

no morp.' A good pop model fow.tJiis type is Dave Mason's 'You Can All Join,In0
,

Here's a little song you can all join ,in with

It's very simple and I hope it's new
Make your, own words up if you' want to

Any old words will do.

Yellow, blue, what'll I de -\
Maybe I'll just sit here thinkin'
Black, white, stop the fight

'Dots one or those colors ever bother you?
...

III. The third group concentrates on the semantic or meaning aspect of language:

Story or narrative songs: These, make excellent material for,incorpor-

ation in'o lessons which stress speaking skills. A plan can move from: Listen

to the song / understand the story-line / tell'us what happened, or 'who di4

whit to,whom?' Of course, the activity can be carried out with many intervening,

preparatory steps. It-is not difficult to find examples in this category:

'Kisses Sweeter Than Wine;' 'The Lemon Tree' (a pop version of a folk song);

the currently polular 'Taxi' sung by Hairy 'Chapin; 'The'Streets of Laredo;' and

many more.
.

6
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(2) Performative songs: We usually consider them appropriate for
chilkren only, but adult language learners can practice listeninircomprefiension
skills by performing the action which the song lyric asks for, justas children
Op. Some examples are: ,Woody-Cuthrie's ''Put Your Finger ih Air' and 'the
well-known favo ite, 'Do the'Hokey Pokey.'

(3) Sho songs and film songs: The value of including selectiops from
this category ties in the fact that the learners, if they are-already famllidr
with-the source ,of the song, areable to places it in the context of a story,
on with which they have visual or emotional associations. Songs from potion,
pictures which have been widely Histributed are likely candidates:. Forqb4dmp3t,4.

such films as West Side Story, The Sound ofMusic, and The King' Knowyour
students and find out what songs in this category they want to learn. I ,was

surprized to find that within a group of Japanese teacher4 visiting Los Angeles
for a workshop recently most of them were at least familiar with the song
'Sunr'lise, Sunset' from Fiddler,On The Roof.

(4) Overall idea ,songs: In some ways this is the most significant tate-
'gory. These are:songs which make a comment about life, the world we live in,
our place and time in this universe, One sub-set in the group includes songi
which tend to have universal qualities in their motives. Everyone, no matter
of what culturaiPbackground, can identify with songs Which express commonhdman
emotions of love; despair; exhilareion, loneliness, etc. Selections such as

___ the Beatles' 'Yesterday;' or 'Five .Hundred Miles' (a vintage'Petr(-Paul,and
Mary pop-for. number); Sim3lin and Garfinkel's 'Bridge Over Troubled Water;'
Cat,Stevens"Mbrning Has Broken..' There are literal* hundreds of others

.4hich-express universal human feeling's in cleai, vivid language.

Another gcOup in this category of overall idea songs more parbtcutarized.
But its appeal is intense and far reaching.' If one, were temake a list of the
half dozen or so high frequency tOpics relating to values, beliefs and co cerns-
of young people today; both within'the United States and beyond,one would rob-
ably find that list,duplicated,in thecontentsof a large segmentof the pop
rock library. Elaboration of both the themes themselves and songs which deli eate
them is worth another txgrity minutes., Ido not have that time. Here, then,
'imply an open-ended-Ilse of culture themes -- remember, it is a list, not a
hierarchy -- apd songs which illustrate some of the topics:.

a. The.themeof personal authenticity, illustrated by Leonard Cohen's
'Like A Bird On The Wire.'

Like a bird on the wire
Like a worm on the book
Like a' drunk in a midnight choir.

I have tried in my way to be free
I have saved all my ribbbns for thee . .

b. The theme of flight from the cities,'of reaching out foi more
natural things in life.

7
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c.', The ecology theme: Joni Mitchell in 'Big.Yellow Taxi' says:
4

They paved paradise and put up a parking'lot,
/ Took all the trees and put 'them, in a_museum

And they, ,..:hriged all the people a dollar and a half to see them.

or Cat Stevens':
. .

We've come a long way.
We're changin' dgy to day
But tell me: where do the children'play?

d. The theme of misunderspiping between generations: .Crosby, Stills
4 .

and Nash sing in 'Teach Your thildre - . ,

0

I

4'

You, who are on the roadomUst,have
a code that you can live'by.,

'.And'so, become yourself because tie
past is just a.goodby.

Teach your children well their
fathei's.hell will' slowly go by.

And feed them on your dream
the one theypicked the one you'll know by.

.Don't you ever ask them why,
if they told you you would cry.

So, just look at them'and sigh
and know they love you.

e. The theme of the drug experience: Bob Dylan illustrates it in

'Mr. Tambourine Man:'

Take me on a trip
upob your magic swirling ship.

All my senses have, been stripped,.
and my hands can't feel to grip

My toes too numb to step
wait only.for my boot heels to go wandrin'.

f: the theme of mystic, psYchological ortetitation: fir- 'Vincent' with

allusions to the work of Vincent Van Goght.Don MoClean begins 'star starry

44

g. The Black'experience in America, movingly illustrated by the rock ".

and soul magic, of Stevie Wonder In songs such as 'Livin' for the City".' °

h. The theme of personal feelings, of looking and searching inward:

Bob Dylan expresses it in 'Most Likely.'

8
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I'm gonna let Yolti.iass .

and I'll go last
Then time will tell

lac who fell
And who's been left behind,
When you go your way
- and I'll go mine.

t

. o -,

I hope these suggestions have been enough to turn you in the direction
'of regarding pop, rock; and folk as serious material for inclusion in English
language courses.--I hope you are,ready to look for *Boni* which work for you

..
and your studgnts. a ,

-

I..
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